VACANCY

DO YOU WANT TO CREATE A POSITIVE IMPACT?
For more than twenty-five years, Pymwymic has been investing in companies that
create disruptive solutions for global problems. As we are launching our next fund, the
Pymwymic Healthy Food Systems Impact Fund II, we now invite applications for the role
of fulltime Investment Analyst.
As has become overwhelmingly clear, we pay a heavy price for current practices of our food system:
biodiversity loss, greenhouse gas emissions, human health issues, and the list continues. Pymwymic
invests in early to growth stage companies which are transforming the food system through innovative
technologies. By playing an active role in embedding the positive impact of our portfolio companies,
we aim to realise long lasting impact. This fund has been launched by the Pymwymic Cooperative, a
community of 150 individuals, families, entrepreneurs and angel investors who are joint by the
common goal to build a world where sustainability and inclusivity is common sense.
Are you a young professional with an unstoppable need to create positive change, a passion for food
and soil and an entrepreneurial mindset? You might want to consider hopping on board and joining us
on our quest to prove that tangible positive change can go hand in hand with financial returns.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

OUR WISH LIST

Deal origination through proactive
sourcing events and general marketing

2-4 years of work experience in private equity,
corporate finance or strategy consulting

Analysis of investment opportunities,
including impact, financials and market

Impact minded with a strong interest in food
systems

Preparation of investment proposals for
the Investment Committee

Self-starting, well-organized and entrepreneurial

Monitor portfolio companies and support
in reporting
Lead external visibility of Pymwymic
through (social) media

Intrinsic motivation to strive for excellence
Financial modelling
knowledge

skills

and

valuation

Ability to multi-task and work under tight
deadlines
Excellent written and verbal communication skills
(English fluency)

THIS IS US
We are a team of eager beavers who like to
outperform expectations
We are fanatically driven, infected with an incurable
need to produce results
We rely on each other’s feedback to continuously
learn and improve
We have all consciously chosen to work for a
brighter future
We enjoy building new things and enjoy off the
beaten path
We’re rather with our feet in the mud than stuck in
an ivory tower

THE POSITION

Role:
Investment Analyst

Timing:
March / April

Job Type:
Full time

Location:
Amsterdam

Remuneration:
Market Standard

IS THIS YOU?

Then we would like to hear from you. Email info@pymwymic.com with ‘Investment Analyst’ in the
subject title and add both a CV and motivation letter. Applications are only considered in English
and will be considered on a rolling basis until February 20th, 2021.
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